TURN YOUR PEOPLE INSIGHT INTO ACTION
EMPOWER YOUR LEADERS AND HR PROFESSIONALS TO BECOME PI EXPERTS

Dear Humanostics Partner,
The PI assessments allow you to see beyond the surface of candidates and employees. The people data insights you get from the PI
assessments help you determine whether a candidate has the desired behavioral traits and cognitive ability. This type of strategic hiring is
the best way to predict how a candidate will think and work to ensure job fit. And when you understand what truly drives your
employees, you can use this information to develop them, manage them and inspire them. But how do you ensure you understand and
interpret the data from the PI assessments in the right way to get the true value from them? Attend a course to get certified in PI!

The Becoming a PI Practitioner workshop
Attending the intensive two-day workshop Becoming a PI Practitioner will empower
your HR Professionals to drive change and build a better workforce. Participants will
become experts in applying PI’s methodology throughout your organisation to drive
better teamwork, hires, engagement, and productivity. Read all about the benefits
and impact you get from attending the Becoming a PI Practitioner workshop HERE.

Open-enrolment PI Practitioner workshops
Humanostics offers open-enrolment PI Practitioner workshops in several locations in
Europe and South-East Asia. You can always find a list of open-enrolment workshops
on our web site at THIS LINK.

Workshops in India, Israel, UAE and Ghana scheduled.
Humanostics regularly hosts PI Practitioner workshops in Denmark, Germany, Poland,
The Netherlands, Singapore and Indonesia. In addition to these locations, we
currently have open-enrolment workshops scheduled in the following locations:

Mumbai, India
28-29 August
English

Tel Aviv, Israel
09-10 September
English

Dubai, UAE
17-18 September
English

Accra, Ghana
15-16 October
English

PI TECHNICAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
To ensure the best possible results
when using PI software, share these
technical recommendations with your
IT Department. Some companies have
heightened IT or email security policies
that require a few extra steps to avoid
errors in the software, or to ensure that
PI software-related emails are delivered
and not rejected.
Secondly, we recommend using Google
Chrome or Mozilla Firefox as your
internet browser, not Internet Explorer,
as the latter might cause various errors
to occur in PI Software.

Open-enrolment workshops in other countries
Humanostics is part of a global network of PI Certified Partners who offer training in a
long list of countries around the world. For more information on the options close to
your location, please contact training@humanostics.com.

NEW PI APP
In-house training
If you are a group of people in the same geographical location, we are happy to
arrange in-house training at your premises. Learning about PI with your colleagues
will allow you to have a shared language and understanding around the PI
methodology. The Becoming a PI Practitioner workshop – and all our other courses –
are available as in-house sessions, and it is also possible to customise the workshops
or build tailored training that suits your specific needs. CONTACT US to learn more
about the options.

Courses on recruitment, staff development and teams
Are you already trained in PI and are you looking for inspiration on how to use PI
for recruitment, development, or how to optimize team performance? Get even
more out of your PI license. Check out our new 1-day courses HERE.

Would you like to test your PI
behavioral knowledge in a fun way?
The new ‘PI in a Flash’ app is designed
to help you review the concepts of the
PI BA, test your knowledge after
attending a workshop or get a quick
refresher. Try the flashcards, take the
daily quiz, or practice and learn by
swiping through the knowledge cards.
Find the ‘PI in a Flash’ app in the iOS App
Store and the Google Play Store

Talent Optimization
Talent Optimization is a way of framing the PI
products and solutions in the broader context
of aligning an organisation’s people strategy with its business strategy. PI provides
you with invaluable people data and tools that can help you understand how
people fit into a broader business strategy and optimise the output and productivity
of people. Humanostics’ consultants can help you design a talent strategy that
aligns with your business strategy to achieve the desired results. You can read more
about Talent Optimization HERE, and if you would like to know more about how
Humanostics can help you, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at
info@humanostics.com or tel. +45 5389 0535.

PREVIOUS
NEWSLETTERS
Looking for previous Humanostics
Newsletters? Find them HERE.

We are always ready to help if you have questions regarding our assessments, workshops for leaders and teams etc.
Please contact us via email or read more on our website. Click here if you no longer wish to receive these newsletters.

